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A simple construction of an action selector
on aspherical symplectic manifolds

Alberto Abbondandolo, Carsten Haug and Felix Schlenk

Abstract. We construct an action selector on aspherical symplectic manifolds that are

closed or convex. Such selectors have been constructed by Matthias Schwarz using Floer

homology. The construction we present here is simpler and uses only Gromov compactness.
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1. Introduction

Hamiltonian systems on symplectic manifolds tend to have many periodic
orbits. The "actions" of these orbits form an invariant for the Hamiltonian system.
The set of actions can be very large, however. To get useful invariants, one selects

for each Hamiltonian function just one action value by some minimax procedure: A
so-called action selector associates to every time-periodic Hamiltonian function on

a symplectic manifold the action of a periodic orbit of its flow in a continuous way.
For this one needs compactness assumptions on either the symplectic manifold

or the support of the Hamiltonian vector field. The mere existence of an action
selector has many applications to Hamiltonian dynamics and symplectic topology:
It readily yields a symplectic capacity and thus implies Gromov's non-squeezing
theorem, implies the almost existence of closed characteristics on displaceable
hypersurfaces and in particular the Weinstein conjecture for displaceable energy
surfaces of contact type, often proves the non-degeneracy of Hofer's metric and

its unboundedness, etc., see, for instance, [FGS, FS, HZ, Ost, Schw, Vit] and

Section 6 below.

Action selectors were first constructed for the standard symplectic vector

space (R2",cuo) by Viterbo [Vit], and by Hofer-Zehnder [HZ] who built on earlier
work by Ekeland-Hofer [EH], For more general symplectic manifolds (M, a>),
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action selectors were obtained, up until now, only by means of Floer homology:
For symplectically aspherical symplectic manifolds (namely those for which

MU2(M) 0), Schwarz [Schw] constructed the so-called PSS selector when

M is closed, and his construction was adapted to convex symplectic manifolds

in [FS], We refer to Appendix A of [FGS] for a short description of these selectors.

For some further classes of symplectic manifolds and Hamiltonian functions, the

PSS selector was constructed in [Lan, Oh2, Ush].
In this paper we give a more elementary construction of an action selector for

closed or convex symplectically aspherical manifolds. Our construction uses only
results from Section 6.4 of the text book [HZ] by Hofer and Zehnder, that rely
on Gromov compactness and rudimentary Fredholm theory, but on none of the

more advanced tools in the construction of Floer homology (such as exponential
decay, the spectral flow, unique continuation, gluing, or transversality). In this

way, the three basic properties of an action selector (spectrality, continuity and

local non-triviality) are readily established by rather straightforward proofs, since

the only tool at our hands is the compactness property of certain spaces of
holomorphic cylinders.

After recollecting known results in Section 2, we give the construction of
our action selector for closed symplectically aspherical manifolds in Section 3. In
Section 4 we adapt this construction to convex symplectically aspherical manifolds.

Examples are cotangent bundles and their fiberwise starshaped subdomains, on
which most of classical mechanics takes place. In Section 5 we show that the

three basic properties of the action selector imply many further properties, and in
Section 6 we illustrate by three examples how any action selector yields simple

proofs of results in symplectic geometry and Hamiltonian dynamics. In Section 7

we sketch some variations of our construction and address open problems.

Idea of the construction. In the rest of this introduction we outline the construction

of our action selector on a closed symplectically aspherical manifold (M, o>).

Denote by T R/Z the circle of length 1. Recall that the Hamiltonian
action functional on the space of contractible loops CL^ntr(T, M) associated to a

Hamiltonian function H e C°°(T x M,R) =: J((M) is given by

where x e C°°(D,M) is such that x|go x. The critical points of Ah are the

contractible 1 -periodic solutions of the Hamiltonian equation

where the vector field Xh is defined by <MXh •) dH, and the set of critical
values of A# is called the action spectrum of H and denoted by spec (//).

x(t) XH(t,x(t)),
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An action selector should select an element of spec (H) in a monotone and

continuous way, with respect to the usual order relation and to some reasonable

topology on the space of Hamiltonians.

A first idea for defining an action selector is to boldly take the smallest action

value of a 1-periodic orbit,

Since spec (//) is a compact subset of M, this definition makes sense, and

yields an invariant with the spectral property. However, this invariant is not very
useful, since it fails to be continuous and monotone, two crucial properties for

applications. To see why, consider radial functions

where / : [0, +00) —> M is a smooth function with compact support. For an

arbitrary symplectic manifold, such functions can be constructed in a Darboux

chart and then be extended by zero to the whole manifold. The critical points
of Ah are the origin and the (Hopf-)circles on those spheres that have radius r
with s nr2 and f'(s) e Z ; at such a critical point x the value of the action

is

see the left drawing in Figure 1. Now take the profile functions /, /+, /_ as in the

right drawing: /' e [0, 1] and fis) =1 for a unique s, while /-,/+ are
enclose to / and satisfy /_ < / < /+ and f'+ e [0,1). Then the formula (1)
shows that a{Hf) is much smaller than ar(Hf_) ~ a(Hf+), whence a is neither

continuous nor monotone. Or take g with |g| very small and very steep. Then

(r(Hg) is much smaller than a(///), whence monotonicity fails drastically.

o(H) := min spec (//).

Hf(z):= f (n\z\2) on R2",

(1) AHf(x) f(s)-sf'(s),

.2 1 S

a(Hf+
c{Hf_

cr(Hf) •m-sf'(s)

o(Hg) -

Figure 1

Radial functions and their minimal spectral values
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The above discussion shows that the continuous, or monotone, selection of
an action from spec (H must be done by some kind of minimax procedure

involving more information on the action functional than the mere knowledge of
its critical values. This was done for the Hofer-Zehnder selector by minimax over

a uniform minimax family, and for the Viterbo selector and the PSS selector by

a homological minimax. Our minimax will be over certain spaces of perturbed

holomorphic cylinders.
To introduce our construction, we first look at a toy model: Consider the

quadratic form q(x,y) x1 — y2 on R2 and its perturbations

qh=q +h
where h is a compactly supported function on R2. Here, the indefinite quadratic
form q models the symplectic action and the compactly supported function h

models the Hamiltonian term in Ah, cf. [HZ, § 3.3]. If h 0, the only critical

point of qh is the origin, with critical value 0. If h consists, for instance, of
two little positive bumps, one centered at (1,0) and one at (0,1), then the graph

of qh looks as in Figure 2. A continuous selection of critical values h h->- o(h)
should, in our example, choose again 0, by somehow discarding the four new
critical values.

ih

Figure 2

A perturbed quadratic form qh

In this finite dimensional example, one could define an action selector by the

minimax formula

a(h) inf maxqh,

where the infimum is over the space of all images Y of continuous maps
R —>• R2 that are compactly supported perturbations of the embedding y h+(0,y).
Monotonicity in h is clear from the definition, and spectrality can be proved by
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standard deformation arguments using the negative gradient flow of qh The

definition of the Hofer-Zehnder action selector (see [HZ, Section 5.3]) is based

on a similar idea and uses the fact that the Hamiltonian action functional for

loops in \S2n has a nice negative gradient flow.

Alternatively, one can fix a very large number c such that the sublevel

{qh < -c} coincides with the sublevel {q < —c] and define the same critical
value o(h) as

inf ja e R | the image of i" : Hi ({qh < a}, {<7 < -c})

— Hi(R2,{q < —c}) is non-zeroj,

where the map ia is the inclusion

ia : ({qh < a}, {q < -c}) ^ (R2, {q < -c})

and we are using the fact that

H\ (R2, {q < -c}) ^ Z.

Viterbo's definition of an action selector for compactly supported Hamiltonians

on R2" uses a similar construction, which is applied to suitable generating

functions, see [Vit]. The Floer homological translation of this second definition

is, in turn, at the basis of Schwarz's construction of an action selector for

symplectically aspherical manifolds, see [Schw], and of all its subsequent

generalizations.

Here, we would like to define an action selector o(h) using only spaces

of bounded negative gradient flow lines: In the case of the Hamiltonian action

functional Ah these will correspond to finite energy solutions of the Floer

equation, which have good compactness properties. A first observation is that the

knowledge of the space of all bounded negative gradient flow lines of qh is not

enough for defining an action selector. Indeed, it is easy to perturb q on a small

disc disjoint from the origin in such a way that the negative gradient flow lines

of qh look like in Figure 3: A new degenerate critical point z is created, and

the constant orbits at (0,0) and at z are the only bounded negative gradient
flow lines. But since qh{z) could be either positive or negative, the set {(0,0), z}
contains too little information for us to conclude that the value of the action

selector should be qh (0,0) 0.

If, however, we are allowed to deform the function qh, we can use bounded

gradient flow lines to define an action selector that identifies the lowest critical
value that "cannot be shaken off'. More precisely, take a family {/rv of
compactly supported functions such that hs h for s small and hs — 0 for s
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y
i\

(0,0)

Figure 3

The only bounded gradient flow lines are the constant orbits at (0,0) and z.

large, and look at the space V.(hs) of bounded solutions of the non-autonomous

gradient equation
u(s) -Vqhs(u(s)), set.

The boundedness of u is equivalent to bounded energy

or, since hs h in the first limit and hs 0 in the second limit, to the fact that

u(.s) is asymptotic for s -> —oo to the following critical level of qh

and for all s large lies on the x -axis and converges for s — +00 to the origin
(the only critical point of q). The number

is the lowest critical value of qh from which a bounded hs -negative gradient
flow line starts.

In our example from Figure 2, if we take hs ß(s) h with a cut-off function ß,
then V.(hs) contains no flow line u emanating from the two low critical points

p 1 or P2 near (0,1). On the other hand, it is easy to construct a family hs that
has a negative gradient line u(s) that converges to p\ for s -> —00 and to the

lim qhs(u(s))- lim qh.Ju(s)) + / ~—(u(s))ds< 00,
-4—OO X ' O—V ' lirr, dp v '

qh (u) '= lim qh(u{sj)
s—>—00
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origin for s —> +00. To be sure that we discard all inessential critical values, we

therefore set

a{h) := sup min qT(u).
frs ueU(hs)

In the example, it is quite clear that for every deformation hs there exists a flow
line in \L(hs) emanating from the critical point (0,0), that is, o(h) 0 as it
should be. In general, it is not hard to see that a{h) is a critical value of qh

that depends continuously and in a monotone way on h.
The number o(h) is the lowest critical value c of qh such that for every

deformation hs of h there exists a bounded flow line u e U(hs) starting at a

critical level not exceeding c. Equivalently, 0Q1) is the highest critical value c

of qh such that for every critical level c' < c there exists a deformation hs of h

such that all flow lines of q^ starting at level c' are unbounded. That is: the

whole critical set strictly below c can be shaken off.

Imitating the above construction, and inspired by the proof of the degenerate

Arnol'd conjecture in [HZ, § 6.4], we can define an action selector for 1-

periodic Hamiltonians on a closed symplectically aspherical manifold (M,oj) in
the following way. Given H e C°°(TxM) we consider s-dependent Hamiltonians

K in C°°(RxT x M) such that K(s,-, •) H for s small and K(s,-,-) 0 for
.y large. Following Floer's interpretation of the L2 -gradient flow of the action

functional, we consider the space U(K) of solutions u e C°°(lRxT,M) of
Floer's equation

(2) dsu + J(u){dtu — Xk(s, t, m)) 0

that have finite energy

E(u) I \dsu\j < 00.
JrxT

Here, / is a fixed o> -compatible almost complex structure on TM and | • \j is

the induced Riemannian norm. The space U(K) is -compact by Gromov's

compactness theorem. Now define the function

a7,:U(K)^R, al,(u) \= lim Ah(u(s))
s—>—OO

and finally define the action selector of H by

Ty(//):=sup min aj,(u),V 7

K ucU(K)

where the supremum is taken over all deformations K of II as above. The

number Aj(H) is the smallest essential action of H in the following sense: It
is the lowest critical value c of A# (that is, the lowest action of a contractible

1-periodic orbit of H) such that for every deformation K of H there exists a
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finite energy solution of Floer's equation for K and J that starts at a critical
level < c. For another characterization of Aj(H), see Section 3.3.

In our finite dimensional model, we could have allowed for a larger class of
deformations of the gradient flow of qh, by looking at families hs that for s

large do not depend on s but are not necessarily zero, and by taking the gradient
with respect to any family gs of Riemannian metrics that depend on s on a

compact interval. In the symplectic setting, the role of Riemannian metrics is

played by cu-compatible almost complex structures. We may thus modify the above

definition by looking at functions K with H for s small and K(s, -, •)

independent of s for s large, and at families Js of co -compatible almost complex
structures that depend on s on a compact interval. In Sections 2—4, we shall

construct an action selector A(H) by using these larger families of deformations.

This has the advantage that A(H) is manifestly independent of the choice of J.
It will be clear from the analysis of A(H) that Aj(H) is also an action selector,

cf. Section 7.1.

There are also action selectors relative to closed Lagrangian submanifolds,
that have many applications in the study of these important submanifolds. Such

selectors were first constructed by Viterbo [Vit] and Oh [Ohl] for Hamiltonian
deformations of the zero-section of cotangent bundles, and then in more general

settings by Leclercq [Lec] and Leclercq-Zapolsky [LZ], Except for Viterbo's

generating function approach, all these constructions are based on Lagrangian
Floer homology. Our elementary construction of an action selector can also be

carried out for closed Lagrangian submanifolds L under the assumption that [w]

vanishes on We shall focus on the absolute case, however, leaving the

necessary adaptations to the interested reader.

Let (M,co) be a closed symplectic manifold such that [(o]\n2(M) 0- We

assume throughout that M is connected. We denote by Xh the Hamiltonian
vector field associated to a Hamiltonian H e C°°(M), that is

Let T E/Z be the circle of length 1. The Hamiltonian action functional

on the space of contractible loops Cc^ntr(T,M) associated to a time-periodic
Hamiltonian H e C°°(T x M) has the form

2. Notations, conventions and known results

<w(XH,-) dH.
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where x e C°°(D,M) is an extension of the loop x to the closed disk D,
that is x|gn x; here we are identifying 3D and T in the standard way. The

first integral does not depend on the choice of the extension x of x because

[to] vanishes on n2(M). The critical points of Ah are precisely the elements

of -P(H), the set of contractible 1-periodic orbits of Xfj. By the Ascoli-Arzelà
theorem, P(H) is a compact subset of Cc^ntr(T, M).

The space C°°(RxT, M) is endowed with the -topology, which is metriz-
able and complete. We shall identify C°°(RxT,M) with C°°(R, C°°(T, M)),
and we use the notation

u(s) u(s, •) C°°(T,M), V.v e R.

The additive group R acts on C°°(R x T, M) by translations

(a, u) i-> xau, where (xau){s) := u(o + .v).

Let J be a smooth o> -compatible almost complex structure on M, meaning that

Vf.rçe TXM, Vx e M,

is a Riemannian metric on M. The associated norm is denoted by [ • | j. The

L2 -negative gradient equation for the functional A# is the Floer equation

(3) dsu + J(u){dtu — m)) 0.

If m is a solution of (3), then the function s A//(y(s, is non-increasing and

(4) lim A//(u(s,-))— lim Aff(u(s, — E(u) := / \dsu\2rdsdt.
S-+-00 s-H- oo JlxT

The quantity E(u) defined above is called energy of the cylinder u. Any
x 6 ,P(H) defines a stationary solution u(s,t) x(t) of (3), which has zero

energy and is called a trivial cylinder.
Now let H e C°°(I x T x M,R) be such that 3SH, the partial derivative

of H with respect to the first variable, has compact support and set

H~{t,x) := H(—s,t,x) and H+(t,x) H{s,t,x) for s large.

Further, let J — {Js) be a smooth s -dependent family of co -compatible almost

complex structures such that 3SJ has compact support, and set

J-(x) := J~s(x) and 4 + (x) := Js(x) for s large.

If u solves the .v -dependent Floer equation

(5) 3su + Js(u)(dtu — Xu(s,t,u)) 0,
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then the energy identity reads:

(6) Ai/(lSo,v)(w(so)) - Aff(si)v)(M(5i))

/ \dsu\JS dsdt — I dsH(s,t,u(s,t)) ds dt,
J[so,Si]xT ^[jo^iJxT

for every s0 < .s'i. It follows that the function s A//(S!.!.)(m(a)) is non-increasing
on a neighborhood of —oo and on a neighborhood of +00, and that

lim Ah-(u(s,-))— lim AH+(u(s,-)) E(u) — / dsH (s,t,u(s,t)) ds dt
s-*-00 s^+oo yMxT

where the energy E(u) is defined as in (4), but with an a--dependent J :

E(u) Ej(u):= I \dsu\2JS ds dt.
JIxT

Set

V.(H, J) {u G C°°(M x T, M) \ u is a solution of (5) with E{u) < 00}.

We recall that a subset K of C°°(Rx T, M) is said to be bounded if for every
multi-index a g N2, |a| > 1, there holds

sup sup |d"'3"2m(a,t)\j < 00.
ueU (j,«)eMxT

Bounded subsets are relatively compact in the Cj~ -topology. The next result is

a special instance of Gromov compactness.

Proposition 2.1. Let H — {Hs} and J — {,/v} be as above.

(i) The set 1A(H, J) is a compact subset of C°°(M x T, M).

(ii) For u G U(H, J) the set

a-lim(w) := | lim ts„u I sn —00 is such that zsu converges]
tn->-cx)

is a non-empty subset of U(H~, J~) and consists of trivial cylinders of the

form v(s,t) x(t), for some x e IP(H~) with action

Ah~(X) lim A^-(u(.v)).
S—>•—OO

V '

Outline of the proof Statement (i) is proved in Corollary 1 and Proposition 11 in
Section 6.4 of [HZ] for the case that H and J do not depend on s. That proof
readily generalizes to our situation. Statement (ii) can be obtained by adapting

Propositions 8 and 9 in [HZ, § 6.3] and by using Lemma 2 in [HZ, § 6.4]. We
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nevertheless sketch the main steps of the proof of both statements, since we wish

to make clear which tools are actually used. See [Hau, § 3] for more details.

One starts by proving that for every c > 0 the set

UC{H, J) := {u e U(H, J) \ E(u) < c}

is compact. The uniform boundedness of the first derivatives requires a bubbling-
off analysis, that uses the assumption that [a>] vanishes on and the

uniform bound on the energy. Once uniform bounds on the first derivatives
have been established, the bounds on all higher derivatives follow from elliptic
bootstrapping. This shows that UC(H,J) is bounded in C°°(RxT,M). By the

lower semicontinuity of the energy, that is

un —x u in C°°(R x T, M) => E(u) < liminf E(un),
n —>oo

the set V.C(H,J) is also closed in C°°(lxT,M), and hence compact.
Statement (i) will thus follow from the fact that U(H, J) Vlc(H, J) when c

is large enough. In order to prove the latter fact, we need to address statement (ii).
Let u e U(H, J). That the set a-lim(n) is not empty follows from the fact that

the set

{rsu I s e R}

is relatively compact in C°°(IR x T, M), by the same argument sketched above.

Now assume that v — Hindoo zSnu with sn —oo. Since vn := rSnu solves the

equation
"b (ks„ J)(Vn) (ßt Vn ^Tsn // (^• L Vn 0,

and since zSnH converges to H~ and xSnJ converges to J~, the limit v is a

solution of the s -independent Floer equation defined by H~ and J~. Moreover,
since

/ \dsv\2j-ds dt lim / \dsvn\2T ds dt < liminf Er j(vn)
J[-T,T]xT n^°° J[-T,T]xT " n^°°

for every T > 0 and since EXsnj(vn) Ej(u) for all n, we have

Ej-(v) < liminf Ez j{vn) Ej(u).
«->00 H

Hence v 6 *U(H~,J~), and it remains to show that v is a trivial cylinder
for H~. Consider the function

aH- : C°°(M x T, M) ->• M, aH-(w) AÄ-(u?(0)).

Since H~ for s < —S, where S is a sufficiently large number, the

function
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5 aH-(rsu) Aff-(u(s))

is non-increasing on the interval (—00, —5]. Since u has finite energy, this function
is also bounded, and hence converges to some real number a for s -> —00. From
the continuity of ajj- we deduce that cih~(v) a for all v e a-lim(w). The

latter set is clearly invariant under the action of ry, so we have that

ciH-(jsV) cih-(v) a lim Ah~(u(s))
s->—OO 7

for all sel. The energy identity for v then forces v to be a trivial cylinder
v(s,t) x(t) of action Ah~(x) a. This concludes the proof of (ii).

By the energy identity (6), each u e U(H, 7) has then the uniform energy
bound

(7) E(u) < max AH-(x)- min Aff+(x) + L ||9s//||oo>
xeiP(H-) xetP(H+)

where L is the length of an interval outside of which dsH(-,t) vanishes for all

e T. This shows that if c is at least the quantity on the right-hand side of
inequality (7), then U(H,J) V.C(H,J), and concludes the proof of (i).

The other crucial fact that we need is the following result, which implies in

particular that U(H,J) is not empty.

Proposition 2.2. Let H {Hs} and J {7s} be as above. For every z RxT
and every m M there is at least one u V.(H, J) such that u(z) m.

Outline of the proof. The proof uses arguments from [HZ, § 6.4], Given a large

positive number T > 0, we can glue two disks to the cylinder [—T, T] x T and

obtain a sphere St The Floer equation for the pair (H, 7) on [—7", 7 ] x T can

be extended to the two capping disks by homotoping the Hamiltonian to zero and

by extending 7 by 7" respectively 7+ (see [HZ, p. 231]). This leads to spaces

Ut{H, 7, z, m) of solutions u of this Floer equation on St with the property
that u(z) — m. By the same argument sketched in the proof of Proposition 2.1,

this space is compact in C°°(St, M). It suffices to show that Ut(H, 7, z, m)
is not empty for all large T, since then any sequence un e Ut„{H, J,z,m)
with Tn -> 00 has a subsequence which converges on compact sets to some

u e ll(H.J) such that u(z) m, again by the usual compactness argument.
The space of solutions Ut(H, J,z,m) can be seen as the set of zeroes of

a smooth section of a suitable smooth Banach bundle jr: E -> B. Here, B is

the Banach manifold of Wx'p maps from Sj- to M mapping z to m, where

2 < p < 00, and the fiber of E at u e B is a Banach space of Lp sections.

By homotoping the Hamiltonian H to zero and the St -dependent a»-compatible
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almost complex structure J to an St -independent one J0, we obtain a smooth

1-parameter family of smooth sections

S: [0,l]x B ^ E

such that VLt{H, J,z,m) is the set of zeros of 5(1,-), while the zeros of S(0,•)
are J0-holomorphic spheres u: St -> M such that w(z) m. The assumption
that [cu] vanishes on 7r2(M) guarantees that the only zero of 5(0,-) is the map
that is constantly equal to m. The usual compactness argument implies that the

inverse image .S-1 (0#) of the zero-section 0e of E under S is compact in

[0,1] x B. Moreover, the Fredholm results from [HZ, Appendix 4j imply that for
each (t,u) in S_1(0£) the fiberwise differential of S(t,-) at m is a Fredholm

operator of index 0. Finally, the fiberwise differential of 5(0, •) at the unique

zero u m is an isomorphism (see [HZ, Appendix 4, Theorem 8]). Therefore,
the section 5 satisfies all the assumptions of Theorem A.l in the appendix, from
which we conclude that 5(1,-) has at least one zero.

Remark 2.3. Note that Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 imply that for any H G

C°°(T x M) the Hamiltonian vector field Xh has 1-periodic orbits. Indeed,

Proposition 2.2 implies that U(H, J) is not empty and Proposition 2.1 (ii) then

gives the existence of a 1-periodic orbit.

Remark 2.4. By arguing as in [HZ, § 6.4] more can be proved: Given zelxT,
denote by

evz : C°°(R x T, M) M, evz(u) u(z)

the evaluation map at z. Denote by H* the Alexander-Spanier cohomology
functor with Z2 -coefficients. Then the restriction of evz to U(H,J) induces an

injective homomorphism in cohomology:

(8) (evz |u(H,/))* : H*(M) S H*{M) -* J)).

See [Hau, § 3.3]. This fact in particular implies that the restriction of evz to

U(H, J) is surjective, i.e., Proposition 2.2 holds. In the case of an s -independent
Hamiltonian, the injectivity of the map (8) leads to the proof of the degenerate

Arnol'd conjecture for closed symplectically aspherical manifolds, see [HZ,
Chapter 6],

3. Construction of an action selector

Let H G C°°(T x M) be a Hamiltonian. We would like to define an action
selector for H.
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3.1. The definition. Denote by 'K(M) the set of functions K e C°°(IxT x M)
such that dsK has compact support and by $a> M the set of smooth families
J — {Js} of cu-compatible almost complex structures on M such that dsJ
has compact support. Let X(II) be the subset of those K e X(M) for which

K~ H, and abbreviate £>(//) X(H) x For (K, J) e £>(//) let

U(K, J) be the space of finite energy solutions of Floer's equation (5) defined by

K and J. Let (K,J) e <£)(//) and assume that dsK and i)v J are supported in

[s~,s+] xT xM. If u e U(K, J), then on (—oo,^~] the function s Ajj(u(s))
is non-increasing and bounded. Therefore, the function

ajj : U(K, J) -> E, a]j(u) lim Ah(u(s)) — sup Ah(u(s)),
se(—oo,j~]

is well-defined. Being the supremum of a family of continuous functions, the

function a^ is lower semi-continuous. As such, it has a minimum on the compact

space U(K,J).

Definition 3.1. Let H e C°°(T x M) and (K, J) e £)(//). We set

A~(K, J):— min AIN) sup A~(K,J).
uzU(K,J)

It follows from Proposition 3.2 below that A(H) is finite.

S +

Figure 4

A function K deforming H, for (t, x) fixed

3.2. First properties. Denote by

spec(//) := {A^(x) | x e 2P(//)}

the set of critical values of Ah Ibis set is compact, since fP(II) is compact
in C°°(T,M) and Ah is continuous on C°°(T,M).

Note that the number A~(K, J) belongs to spec (H). Indeed, take u e K (K, J)
such that a]j(u) A~(K,J). By Proposition 2.1 (ii), we find v in a-lim(M),
and v is of the form v(s,t) x(t) with x 6 !P{H) and Ah(x) ajj(u). Hence

A~(K, J) is a critical value of A#.
Since spec (H) is compact, the supremum A(H) is also a critical value

of Ah - Therefore, we have proved the following result.
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Proposition 3.2 (Spectrality). A(H) belongs to spec(//).
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Two very simple properties of the action selector A are:

(9) A(H) 0 if H 0,

(10) A(H +r) A(H) + fT r(t) dt Vre C°°(T), H e C°°(T x M).

Indeed, the first property follows from the fact that for the Hamiltonian H 0,
the set IP(H consists of all the constant loops, which have action zero.
The second property follows from the identities X{H + r) .K(H) + r and

a^j+r — afj + fT r(t)dt. Less trivial is the following crucial result:

Proposition 3.3 (Monotonicity). If H0, Hi e C°°(T x M) are such that

L max (Hft,x) — H0(t,x)) dt < 0,
X xeM

then A(Hi) < A(H0).

Proof. Fix e > 0. We shall prove that

(11) sup min a~h > sup min a~h, — e,
(K0,J0)e3)(Ho) u(Ko,Jo) u(Kl Vl)

and the claim will follow from the arbitrariness of e. Proving (11) is equivalent
to showing that for every (Ki,J{) in D (If) there exists (K(). J0) in <0 H0
such that

(12) min a~h > min aT,, — e.
U(K0,J0) "° U(K1,/j)

Up to a translation, we may assume that

(13) K\{s,t,x) — Hi(t,x) and J\(s,t,x) Jf{t,x), Ws < 0.

Let (p C°°(R) be a real function such that (p' > 0, <p(s) 0 for s < 0 and

<p(s) 1 for s > 1. For A e K we define Kq e JC(//0) by

(14) Kq (s, t,x) := (p{s - X)Ki(s, t,x) + (l - cp(s - A))H0(t,x).

We claim that there exists A < —1 such that (12) holds with (K0, Jo) (^o>
Arguing by contradiction, we assume that for every A < — 1 there is a u\
in Vl(Kq,Ji) such that

05) a~H (wA) < min - s.
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X
s

A A + 1 0 V—/

Figure 5

The function K'{], for (t, x) fixed

Let (A„) c (—oo,—1] be such that A„ -> —oo. By Proposition 2.1 (i), U(Ki,Ji)
is compact. Arguing by a diagonal sequence argument, we see that after replacing
(A„) by a subsequence, (u\n) converges to some u in

We fix a number s < 0. If A„ <5—1, then by (13) and the action-energy

identity (6),

By the hypothesis of the proposition and the fact that <p' is non-negative we
obtain the inequality

/ <p'(a -Xn){Hx- H0)(t,uXn)da dt

aH0(uln) > AHo(ux„(Xn))

[A„,j]XT

and hence the previous inequality gives us

aHo(ux„) > AH,(uXn(s)).

By taking the limit for n -» oo, we deduce that

liminf aHo(uxn) > Ah^m^)),

and by taking the supremum over all s < 0,

liminf aH (uXn) > aH (w).
n-+oo u 1

Together with (15), this implies the chain of inequalities

dû (u) < liminf ai) (w;„) < min aT. — s,
1 «->oo - U(KuJx) "l

which is the desired contradiction because u e
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Monotonicity and property (10) imply the following form of continuity.

Proposition 3.4 (Lipschitz continuity). For all H0, H\ C°°(T x M) we have

In particular, the action selector A is 1-Lipschitz with respect to the sup-norm
on C°°(T x M):

Proof. Set

c-(t) mm(H\(t,x) — H0(t,x)), c+(t) max(H\(t,x) — H0(t,x)).
xeM xeM

Then

H0(t,x) + C-(t) < H\(t,x) < H0(t,x) + c+(t), Vt T, x e M.

Applying Proposition 3.3 and (10) we obtain

3.3. An equivalent definition. By now, we know that our action selector A is

spectral, monotone, and continuous. These properties already imply many further

properties, see Proposition 5.4 below, and results like the unboundedness of
Hofer's metric, see Section 6.3. For most applications of an action selector, such

as the non-squeezing theorem or the (almost) existence of closed characteristics,

one also needs that the selector is negative on functions that are non-positive
and somewhere negative. To prove this property for our selector A we shall

describe A by a minimax in which the space VL(K,J) is replaced by a certain

space of solutions of the Floer equation for H.
Recall that (rcu)(s) u(o + s). Given (K, J) e £)(H), consider the set

tless(K, J) {u e C°°(M x T, M) \ u lim rs un where sn —> —oo
^ n—1

Example 3.5. If neither H nor J depend on s, then Kess(//./) VL(H.J).

A(H1)-A(H0)\ < || Hi HoIIoo

as we wished to prove.

and (un) C 1A(K,J)}.
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Proof. The inclusion V.ess(H,J) c U(H,J) holds because if un belongs to

U(H.J) then also (xSllun) does, and hence also u lim,,-^ xSnun is in
the same space, since U(H,J) is closed. Moreover, the inclusion U(H,J) c
UesaiH.J) holds because for u e U(H,J) we have un := rnu Tl(H.J) and

limn^oo z-n{un) — u.

As we shall see in Proposition 3.6, Uess(K,J) is a compact r-invariant
subspace of U(H.J~). The space Uess(K,J) is therefore the space of those

cylinders in U(H,J~) which are essential with respect to K, in the sense that

they survive through the homotopy K. We shall prove that the action selector

A(H) — sup min af,
(.K,J)®(H) V-(K'J)

can be expressed as

(16) A(H) — sup min an,
(K,J)eS)(H) Uess(K,J)

where ah is the continuous function

lih : C°°(R x T, M) -» M, cih(u) := A#(m(0)).

We begin with the following result.

Proposition 3.6. The set Vit^{K,J) is a compact x-invariant subspace of
For every z e R x T and m 6 M there exists u e UCSS(K../)

such that u(z) m.

Proof The inclusion Uesii(K, J) c U(H,J~) is shown in the same way as the

inclusion a-lim(w) c in Proposition 2.1 (ii): Let u — \\mxSnun be an

element of Kess(K,J). Since v xSnun solves the equation

dsv + (rs„J)(v)(dtv - XZsnK(s,t,v)) 0,

and since xSnK converges to K~ — H and xSnJ converges to ,/~, the map u is

a solution of the s -independent Floer equation defined by H and J~. Moreover,

Ej-{u) < liminf Er j(xs un) liminf Ej(un) < sup Ej{v) < +oo,
n^°° n^°° velL(K,J)

where the finiteness of the last supremum follows from (7). Therefore, Kess(A, J) c
U(H, J~). If es e R, then

xau lim xs +aun
n—>oo

is in Kess(/f, 7), which is therefore r-invariant. If
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vh — lim raj, where lim —oo, V/? 6 N,
«—>00 n-*oo

and (vh) converges to t e C°°(lRxT,M), then a standard diagonal argument
implies the existence of a diverging sequence («/,) c N such that

lim distil uh„, ,vh) 0, lim —00,
oo

V snh "h J nh

where dist is a distance on the metrizable space C°°(M x T, M). Therefore,

x h uhn, converges to v, which hence belongs to Uess(K,J). This shows that
nh

UefiS(K,J) is a closed subspace of VL(H,J~). Since is compact, so

is Uess(K,J).
Finally, given z (s,t) e M x T, m e M and n e N, by Proposition 2.2

we can find un e U(K,J) such that un(s — n.t) m. By compactness, a

subsequence of r~n(un) converges to some u e V.ess(K, ./). Since

x-„(u„)(z) u„(s-n,t) m,

we conclude that u(z) m.

Remark 3.7. Actually, one can show that the space Uess(K,J) satisfies the

property of Remark 2.4: The restriction of evz to UefiS(K, J) induces an injective
homomorphism in cohomology:

(evz |iiess(*,y))*: H\M) s H*(M) -> H*(Uess(K, J)).

See [Hau, Proposition 4.3.4],

Formula (16) is an immediate consequence of the following result.

Proposition 3.8. min aT, — min ahU(KJ) Uess(KJ)

Proof. Let u e U(K, J) be a minimizer of afj. By Proposition 2.1 (ii) there

exists v e a-lim(w) with v(s. t) x(t for some x e P (II), and

aH(v) Ah(x) aff(u).

Since v e a-lim(u) c UeSS(K,J), we conclude

min an < uh(v) a7r(u) — min a~f.
Uess(K,J) " U(K,J)

Conversely, let v e Uess(K,J) be a minimizer of ah Then

v lim xSnun, where sn -> —00 and (un) c Vl(K.J).
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Up to a subsequence, we may assume that (un) converges to some u e XL(K. J).
For every fixed s belonging to a half-line (—00, s~] on which dsK vanishes, we

have

Ah(u(s))= lim AH(u„(s))< lim Ah(u„(s„)) lim aH{xSnun) aH(v).
n—>00 n—>oo >00

By taking the limit for s -> —00, we find

ajj(u) < aH(v),

which implies that

min air < a~jj(u) < üh(v) — min an-
U(K,J) " Uess(K,J)

3.4. Autonomous Hamiltonians. Let H e C°°(M) be an autonomous Hamil-
tonian. In this case, the critical points of H are the constant orbits of Xh, and

in particular they are elements of !P(H). In general, the vector field Xh can

have other non-constant contractible orbits, but if this does not happen we can

often calculate the value of the action selector A.

Proposition 3.9. Let H e C°°(M) be an autonomous Hamiltonian with exactly
two critical values. Assume also that Till) consists only of constant orbits. Then

A(H) min H.
M

Proof. In this case, Ah has exactly two critical values, min H and max H.
Hence A(H) is one of these two numbers. For every (K, J) e D(H),

(17) min an < max an < max an max Ah max//
Utss(K,J) Uess(K,J) U(HJ-) tP(H) M

and, by Proposition 3.8, the number

min üh A~(K, J)
UesdK,J)

belongs to spec (//) {min H, max H}. Assume by contradiction that

A(//)= sup A~(K, J)
(K.J)etDH)

has the value max H. Then we can find (K, J) £)(//) such that all inequalities
in (17) are equalities, and in particular

min an max H.
U^K.J) M
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This identity implies that %Leiiii(K, J) consists only of constant cylinders defined

by the maximum points of H. Indeed, for every u e Uess(K, J we can then

find a periodic orbit x e IP(//) in the set a-limfu) with

max// < an(u) < Ah(x).

Since A#(x) < max H by the assumption, this yields a#(u) — max//.
By Proposition 3.6, the translates rsu also belong to \Le^{K,J), whence

aH(tsu) max// for all sgR. Since we also know that xsu e VL(H,J~), it
follows that m is a trivial cylinder u(s,t) m with H(m) max//.

What we have just proved violates the surjectivity of the evaluation map
evz \uess(K,j) from Proposition 3.6.

Remark 3.10. It is easy to construct autonomous Hamiltonians which satisfy
the assumptions of the above proposition. For instance, take a symplectically
embedded ball B c M of radius 3e and a Hamiltonian H on M with support
in B that on B is a radial function H f(n\z\2), where / : M>0 -»• M<0 is

negative constant on {r < s}, vanishes on {r > 2s}, and has positive derivative

on {s < r < 2s). Then the minimum /(0) and the maximum 0 are the only
critical values of H, and if we further impose that f'< 1, we see as in the

introduction that all non-constant periodic orbits of Xh have period larger than 1.

Hence Proposition 3.9 implies that A(H) < 0.

By using Hamiltonians of this sort, together with the monotonicity property
of A, one can easily show that A(H) < 0 for every non-positive Hamiltonian
H e C°°(T x M) which is not identically zero. This is proved in Section 5, in
which we investigate the properties of action selectors axiomatically.

Remark 3.11. In Remark 7.6 we give an explicit formula for A(H) for a class

of Hamiltonians different from the one in Proposition 3.9.

4. An action selector on convex symplectic manifolds

A compact symplectic manifold (M, co) is called convex if it has non-empty
boundary and if near the boundary one can find a Liouville vector field Y, namely
such that Sys) co, which is transverse to the boundary and points outwards.

We shall also assume that [w] vanishes on

Since the boundary is compact, we can find s > 0 such that the flow (p'Y

of Y defines an embedding

(1 — s, 1] x 9A/ -» M, (r, x) i-> cpYêr(x)
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onto an open neighborhood U of dM. This embedding defines a smooth positive
function

r : U -» M

suchthat r_1({l}) 3M and r-1((T — e, 1)) U \ dM.
We consider the set X(M) of smooth functions such that Xn

has compact support in Tx(M\ dM). In other words, for every component C,

of the boundary 3M there exists an open neighborhood Ui of C, in M and a

function hi e C°°(T) such that H(t,x) hi(t) for all (t,x) e T x [/,•.

The symbol X(M) now denotes the space of functions K e C°°(MxT xM)
such that Xk is supported in MxTx(M\ 3M) and K(s, t, x) does not depend

on s for s < and for .v > ,v+, for some numbers ,v_, ,s,+ depending on K.
The set tf,m(M) now consists of all smooth families J {Js} of m-compatible

almost complex structures on M such that 3SJ is compactly supported, J is. x)
does not depend on s for all x in a neighborhood of 3M, and the equation

(18) dr o J iY(0

holds on this neighborhood, where r is the function which is induced by the

Liouville vector field Y as above.

For K e X(M) and J e $0AM), let U(K,J) be the set of finite energy
solutions of the Floer equation (5) on M. Being smooth maps defined on an open
manifold (namely the cylinder IxT), the elements u e V.(K, J) are tangent to

the boundary of M where they touch it. The next result implies, in particular,
that the only elements u e Vl(K, J) that touch the boundary are constant maps.

Lemma 4.1. Let V c U he an open neighborhood of dM on which the vector

field Xx{s,t,-) vanishes for every (s,()eRxT and the almost complex structure

J0 ;= J(s, is independent of s and satisfies (18). Let 8 > 0 be so small that
the closure of the open set

V {x e U I r(x) >1 — 3}

is contained in V. Then the image of any u e U(K, J) that is not constant is

contained in M \ V.

Proof The argument is well known, but we reproduce it here for the sake of
completeness. Let u be an element of U(K,J) and set Q' := u~l (V). The

conditions on V' imply that u\q> is a Jo-holomorphic map and p := rou: £T' ^ 1R

is a subharmonic function. The open set £2 := m_1(K) satisfies £2 c Q,'. We

wish to prove that if the open set £2 is not empty, then m is a constant map.
The subharmonic function p takes the value 1—5 on 3 £2, and it is strictly

larger than this value on £2. By the maximum principle, £2 cannot have bounded

components.
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Without loss of generality, we may assume that s is unbounded from below

on <2. We claim that in this case £2' contains a subset of the form (—00, S x T
for some S e M. If this is not the case, we can find a sequence (sn, tn) e M x T
such that sn —> -00 and u(sn,tn) e M \ V.

As in the proof of Proposition 2.1, one shows that {rSnu | n e N} is relatively
C~-compact in C°°(M x T, M). Up to replacing (sn,tn) by a subsequence, we

can therefore assume that xSn u converges in Cj~ to a finite energy solution v

of Floer's equation for J~ and K~, and as in the proof of Proposition 2.1, we

see that r is a trivial cylinder for K~, that is v(s,t) — x(t) is a 1-periodic
orbit of Xk~ In particular, the sequence of curves u(sn) rSnu(0) converges to

x e !P(K~). Since all the solutions of XK- through points in V are constant,

x(T) is disjoint from V'. For n large enough the set u({sn} x T is then contained

in M \ V. This implies that {i„} x T is disjoint from £2. Then the facts that

sn -> -00 and that s is unbounded from below on £2 force £2 to have bounded

components. Since we have excluded this possibility, we reach a contradiction and

conclude that £2' contains a subset of the form (—00, S) x T, for some S e M.

Therefore, the biholomorphic map

<p : E x T - C \ {0}, <p{s,t) e2n(s+it),

maps £2' onto an open set of the form £2'\{0}, where £2' is an open
neighborhood of the origin in C. Having finite energy, the J0 -holomorphic

map ü := u o <p~l extends holomorphically to £2 ' by the removal of singularity
theorem, see [McDSl, Theorem 4.1.2]. Therefore, p := r où is a subharmonic

function on £2 '. The fact that s is unbounded from below on £2 implies that

p(0) >1-5.
We now define the open subset £2 of C to be y>(£2) U {0} if p(0) >1—5

and £2 := <p(Q) if p(0) =1—5. The subharmonic function p is strictly larger
than 1 — 5 on £2 and equal to 1—5 on its boundary. Hence the maximum

principle implies that £2 is unbounded, and so is a fortiori £2 '. By arguing as

above and applying the removal of singularity theorem also at 00, we can extend

the J0 -holomorphic map ü to a J0 -holomorphic map û which is defined on
the open subset £2 ' := £2 ' U {00} of the Riemann sphere C U {00} such that

p := r oû satisfies p(00) > 1 — 5.

As before, we set £2 to be £2 U{oo} if p(oo) > 1—5 and £2 if p(00) =1—5.
Then £2 is an open subset of the Riemann sphere, and the subharmonic function

p is strictly larger than 1—5 on it and equal to 1—5 on its boundary. The

maximum principle now forces £2 to be the whole Riemann sphere and p to
be constant on it. In particular, û is a To-holomorphic sphere taking its values

in V cU. The fact that co d(iyo)) is exact on U implies that û is constant,
and so is u.
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Proposition 4.2. The set U(K, J) is compact in C°°(l x T,M). For every

zelxT and m M there exists u e Tt(K, J) such that u(z) in.

Proof. Compactness is proved as in Proposition 2.1. Let V be an open neighborhood

of 3M satisfying the condition of Lemma 4.1 for the pair (AT, J) and for
all elements of a smooth homotopy joining (K.J) to (0, J0), where the almost

complex structure ./0 does not depend on t and satisfies (18) on U. If me V,
then the constant map taking the value m belongs to U(K,J). If m e M \ V,
then we can find a map u e U(K, J) such that u(z) — m arguing as in the proof
of Proposition 2.2. Indeed, in this proof we may replace the closed manifold M
by the open manifold M \ <)M because the necessary compactness for the spaces

of solutions u of the various Floer equations involved satisfying u(z) — m is

guaranteed by Lemma 4.1.

Thanks to the above result, the action selector

A: X(M) -+ R

can be defined as in the closed case:

A(H) : sup min afj(u),

where <£>(//) := X(H)x f,m(M), with X(H) denoting the set of all K e X(M)
such that K~ H. The same properties that we have proved in the closed case

hold also in the present setting.

Remark 4.3 (Exhaustions). Consider a symplectic manifold (M.co) that can

be exhausted by compact convex symplectic manifolds: M M; where

MI c M2 C are compact convex submanifolds of M. Also assume that

NU2(M) 0. Examples are (E2",oj0), cotangent bundles with their usual

symplectic form and, more generally, Weinstein manifolds.

Given a function H : T x M -» R with compactly supported Hamiltonian

vector field Xh, choose i so large that the support of XH is contained in
the interior of M,. Then A(H\ Mj) is well-defined for j > i. These action

selectors are sufficient for proving several results on exhaustions (M,a>), like

Gromov's non-squeezing theorem or the Weinstein conjecture for displaceable

energy surfaces of contact type.

Alternatively, one can define one single action selector for (M.co) as follows.

While in general it is not clear whether the sequence (A(H\Mj)) stabilizes, or
whether it is monotone, it is certainly bounded, as it takes values in the spectrum
of H. Hence we can define

A(H) := liminf A(H; Mj) e R.
j-*oo
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One readily checks that A(H) is a minimal action selector on the space of
functions H : T x A4 —>• K with Xh of compact support in the sense of
Definition 5.2 below.

5. Axiomatization and formal consequences

It is useful to define an action selector by a few properties ("axioms") and

to formally derive other properties from these axioms. In this way, it becomes

clearer which properties of an action selector are fundamental and which other

properties are just formal consequences of these fundamental ones. The axiomatic

approach also makes clear that properties that hold for some action selectors, but

do not follow from the axioms, rely on the specific construction of the selectors

for which they hold. For example, the "triangle inequality"

o(Hi#H2) > or (HO + <j{H2)

and the minimum formula

cr(Hi + H2) — min {o(Hi),o{H2j}

for functions supported in disjoint incompressible Liouville domains, both hold
for the Viterbo selector and the PSS selector, but are unknown for general minimal
selectors.

5.1. Axiomatization. An attempt to axiomatize action selectors was made

in [FGS], and a very nice and slender set of four axioms was given in [HRS],
We here give an even smaller list of axioms, that retains the first two axioms

in [HRS], but alters their non-triviality axiom and discards the minimum formula
axiom.

Throughout this section we assume that (A4, to) is connected and symplectically
aspherical (i.e., MU2(M) 0)- If M is closed, set M(M) C°°(T x A4, R),
and if A4 is open (i.e., not closed), let M(M) as in Section 4 be the set of
functions in C°°(T x A4, IB.) such that Xh has compact support in the interior
of T x A4. The spectrum spec (//) of H e M(M) is again the set of critical
values of the action functional Ah •

Lemma 5.1. The spectrum spec (44) is a compact subset of M with empty interior.

Proof. Since the support S of Xh is compact in Int(T x A4) T xInt(A4), we

find a compact submanifold with boundary K c Int(A4) such that

S C T x Int(AT) c T x K C T x Int(A4).
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It is well known that spec {H\txk) is compact and has empty interior.

It therefore suffices to show that spec (H) spec (//|txä:)- The inclusion

spec (//) D spec(//|Tx/s:) is clear. So assume that x is a 1-periodic orbit of Xh
that is not contained in K. Since H is locally a function of time on T x(M\K),
the orbit is constant. Since M is connected, there exists y e dK such that

H(y, t) — H(x, t) h(t) for all t e T. Hence A#(y) Ah(x) fT h{t) dt.

Definition 5.2. An action selector for a connected symplectically aspherical
manifold (M, &>) is a map ct: Jt(M) -» ® that satisfies the following two
axioms.

Al (Spectrality). <?(//) e spec(//) for all H e M(M).
A2 (C°°-continuity). a is continuous with respect to the C°°-topology on M(M).

An action selector is called minimal if, in addition,

A3 (Local non-triviality). There exists a function H dt (M) with H < 0 and

support in a symplectically embedded ball in M such that cr(H) < 0.

Remark 5.3. Assume that a: dt(M) -> M satisfies the spectrality axiom Al.
Then C00-continuity of a is equivalent to C°-continuity of a, and continuity
of a implies its monotonicity, see Assertions 5 and 4 of Proposition 5.4 below.

On the other hand, it is not clear if monotonicity of a, together with spectrality,

implies its continuity, but this is so if a in addition has the shift property
n(II + c) a(H) + c for all H and c e M, cf. the proof of Proposition 3.4.

Our selector A on closed or convex symplectically aspherical manifolds is

indeed a minimal action selector, since it is spectral by Proposition 3.2, C°°-
continuous since even Lipschitz continuous with respect to the C°-norm by

Proposition 3.4, and non-trivial by Proposition 3.9 and Remark 3.10. We note

that the proof of monotonicity of A can be readily altered near the end to show

directly that A is C00-continuous. In Proposition 5.4 below we list many other

properties of (minimal) action selectors, some of which we have already verified

for A.

5.2. Formal consequences. For H e M(M) we abbreviate

The Hofer norm of H is defined as

(19) || H || E+(H) -E~(H) [ (max H(t,x) — min H(t,x) \ dt.
Jy \xeM xeM
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We also recall that the function

(Hx#H2)(t,x) := Hx{t,x) +

generates the isotopy o (p'H^.

A compact submanifold U of (M,m) is called a Liouville domain if (U,co)
is convex (see Section 4 for the definition) and if the corresponding Liouville
vector field is defined on all of U, not just near the boundary dU. Examples
are starshaped domains in R2" or fiberwise starshaped neighborhoods of the zero
section of a cotangent bundle T* Q. The domain U is incompressible if the map

t*: Ji\(U) ->• 7Ti(M) induced by inclusion is injective. The above examples are

incompressible Liouville domains.

Following [Vit] and [HRS] we have

Proposition 5.4. Assume that (M, co) is connected and symplectically aspherical.
Then every action selector a on M(M) has the following properties.

1. Zero: o(H) 0 if H 0.

2. Shift: o(H + r) <r(//) + jr r(t) dt if r : T —> R is a function of time.

3. Coordinate change: If f is a symplectomorphism of (M, to) that is isotopic
to the identity through symplectomorphisms, then cr(H) — tr(H o xfr).

4. Monotonicity: o(ll\) < o( If) if Hx < 112

5. Lipschitz continuity: E~(HX — H2) < tr(Hi) — tr(H2) < E+(H\ — H2). In

particular, E~(H) < o(H) < E+(H).
6. Energy-Capacity inequality: \o{H\)\ < H//2II if <Ph2 displaces an open set

U C M such that H x is supported in T x U.

1. Composition: o(H\) + £"(7/2) < o (H\#H2) < a(H\) + E+(H2).

If in addition, a is a minimal action selector, then:

8. Non-degeneracy: If H < 0 and H f 0, then a(H) < 0.

9. Non-positivity: If H has support in an incompressible Liouville domain, then

cr(II) < 0. In particular, a(II) 0 for all non-negative Hamiltonians which

are supported in an incompressible Liouville domain.

Outline of the proof. Most properties are proved in [HRS, § 3.1]. We focus on

the new parts. The first seven properties follow from the spectrality and the

continuity axiom, together with the fact that the spectrum has empty interior.
This is immediate for Properties 1, 2, 3. Properties 4, 5, 6 are proved in [HRS]
for closed M. Their proof goes through for open M if one imposes the

admissibility condition in Lemma 21 of [HRS] only on a compact submanifold
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with boundary K c Int(M) that contains the support of all the vector fields Xjjs.
For Property 7 we compute, using Lipschitz continuity,

a(Hi#H2) — a(Hi) < E+(Hl#H2 - Hx) E+(H2 o (0^)"1) - E+(H2)

and similarly

<j(Hi#H2) - a(H{) > E~{Hx#H2 - Hx) E~{H2).

For the proof of Properties 8 and 9 we need two lemmas. Let U c M be

a Liouville domain (the case U — M is not excluded) and let Y be the

corresponding Liouville vector field. Since U is compact and Y points outwards

along the boundary, the flow (p'Y : U -* U of F exists for all t < 0. The property

o of F integrates to the conformality condition (</>y)*co e'o> for
t < 0. For each x < 0 define the Liouville subdomain Ur (py(U), and for a

Hamiltonian H : T x M -> M with support in U define the Hamiltonian

„ (t \ \ if x e Ur,
o if x{UT.

Then the support of Hz lies in Uz. The following lemma, that goes back to [Pol2,

proof of Prop. 5.4], is taken from [FIRS, § 3.2].

Lemma 5.5. Let //:TxM—be a Hamiltonian with support contained in

a disjoint union of incompressible Liouville domains. Then n(Hx) exr>(H) for
all x < 0.

For the proof one shows that spec (Hr) erspec (//), and so the claim
follows from the spectrality and continuity axioms of a.

Lemma 5.6. If G is autonomous with G < 0 and G / 0, then <j(G) < 0.

Proof. Choose a non-empty open set U c M such that G\jj < 0. Let H and

B c M be a function and a symplectically embedded ball as in Axiom A3, and

let 0 e B be the center of B. Take x e U, and choose a Hamiltonian isotopy f
of M with yr(0) x. Then we find r < 0 such that f(Br) c U. Choosing
x smaller if necessary, we have G < Hx o Using Properties 3 and 4 and

Lemma 5.5 we obtain

ct(G) < o(Hr o xfr-1) o(Ht) exo{H) <0.

Property 8 now readily follows: Given H < 0 with II f 0 we find t0 e (0,1)
and xq e M with H(to,xo) < 0. We can thus construct a function of the

form a(t) G(x) with a a non-negative bump function around t0 and G as in
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Lemma 5.6 such that H < aG. Then a(H) < a(aG) — <j(cG) < 0, where

c /J a(t) dt > 0. Indeed, the first inequality holds by monotonicity, and the

last inequality by Lemma 5.6. To see the equality o(aG) — a(cG), choose a

smooth family of functions as(t), s e [0,1], such that a0(t) a(t), a.\(t) c

is constant, and /J as(t)dt c for all s. Then the Hamiltonian functions

Hs(t,x) := as(t)G(x) all generate the same time-1 map. Lemma 5.7 below
combined with the shift property 2 now yield a(aG) — ct(//0) o(Hi) rr(cG).
Let us give a direct and more elementary proof of (r(H0) — a(Ht): Since

Xhs ®s(t) Xg the time-1 orbits of Hs are reparametrisations of each other.

Let x0 be a 1-periodic orbit of H0, and denote by xs the 1-periodic orbit of Hs

with the same trace. Then the area term f0x*co of the action Ahs(xs) does not

depend on s, since we can take the same disc for each ,v, and the same holds

for the Hamiltonian term

I Hs(t,xs{t))dt — I as(t)G(xs(t)) dt G(xi(0)) / as(t) dt G(.*i(0))c
JT JT JT

since the autonomous Hamiltonian cG is constant along its orbit x\. It follows
that spec (Hs) does not depend on ,v. Since this set has empty interior and a is

continuous, a(Hs) neither depends on .v.

We now prove Property 9. Let U c M be a Liouville domain and choose

s > 0 so small that there is a smooth function F : M -» M such that

F(x) s on U-2, F(x) =0 on M\ U-1,

such that e and 0 are the only critical values of F, and such that A'p has no non-
constant 1-periodic orbits. By spectrality, rr(F) e {0, s}. Take G as in Lemma 5.6

with support in M \ U-\ and such that G > —s. Then F — e < G and hence

a{F —s) < cf(G) < 0. Together with the shift property, o(F) a(F —e) +s < s,
whence a(F) 0.

Given H e J((U) we find r < 0 so small that Hr < F. Then a(Hr) <

o(F) 0 by monotonicity, and so cr(H) eza(Hr) < 0 by Lemma 5.5.

5.3. Path independence. Let a: M(M) -> M be an action selector. Every
function // e M{M) generates a Hamiltonian diffeomorphism (j>lH. Does a
induce a map HamfM, co) -> E on the group formed by these diffeomorphisms?

If two functions in J£(M) differ by a constant, they have the same time-1

map. In this paragraph we therefore restrict a to normalized functions: If M
is closed, FI is normalized if JM H(t,-)con =0 for all t e T. If M is open,
we fix an end e of Int(M) and say that H is normalized if for each t e T
the function H(t,-) vanishes on e; notice that this normalization depends on the
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choice of e. Write H0 ~ II \ if //0, Hi are the endpoints of a smooth path Hs

of normalized functions that all generate the same Hamiltonian diffeomorphism.

Lemma 5.7. If H0 ~ Hi, then (j(H0) — g(H\).

Proof. The claim follows from the continuity of a if one knows that the sets

spec (Hs) are independent of .v. This in turn easily follows for closed AT if the

How of H0 has a contractible 1-periodic orbit, see [Schw, § 3.1], and for open AT

if the flow of H0 has a constant orbit of action zero, see [FS, Cor. 6.2], The

existence of such an orbit for closed AT follows from Propositions 2.1 and 2.2,

see Remark 2.3, and for open AT is obvious (take a point in the end e off the

support of H0).

The lemma implies that cr descends from the set of normalized Hamiltonians
to the universal cover Ham (AT, &>), where for open AT we denote by Ham (AT, où)

the group of Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms of AT generated by normalized
Hamiltonians. Does g further descend to Ham(AT, <u)? In other words, is it
true that a(G) cr(H) if (pa — (pu for normalized G, H This is so if one
knows that (pG — <Ph for normalized G,H implies that spec (G) spec (//),
and that a satisfies the triangle inequality, see [FS, proof of Prop. 7.1J. The first

requirement always holds true.

Lemma 5.8. Let (AT, oj) be a symplectically aspherical manifold. If <po fn
for normalized Hamiltonians G, H e X(M), then spec(G) spec(H).

Proof. This is again easy to verify for AT open [FS, Cor. 6.2]. For AT closed the

proof is more difficult. Under the additional assumption that also the first Chern
class of (AT, m) vanishes on jr2(M), the proof is given by Schwarz [Schw,
Theorem 1.1]. One can dispense with this assumption thanks to results of
McDuff [McD]. We give a rough outline of the argument.
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Let y be the loop in Ham(M, o>) obtained by first going along <p'G and then

along fjf', for t e [0,1]. To y one associates a bundle E with fiber M and

base S2 by gluing two copies of the trivial bundle M x D over the closed disk

along their boundaries via the loop y. The total space E comes with a closed

2-form a>E, the so-called coupling form, that restricts to œ on each fiber. The

assertion of the lemma will follow if we can show that

for one and hence any section s : S2 -> E, see [Schw, Lemma 4.6],
Let J be an almost complex structure on E that is co -compatible on each

fibre and such that the projection E -> S2 is J -i -holomorphic, where i is the

usual complex structure on S2. Since [&>] vanishes on tt2( M for a generic
choice of J the space M(J) of holomorphic sections s: S2 —> E is a closed

manifold, and its dimension is 2n. Further, for given z e S2 the evaluation map

has non-vanishing degree, see [McD, p. 117]. Now (20) follows exactly as in the

On the other hand, we do not know whether the triangle inequality holds for

our action selector A. At least for Liouville domains, one can go around the

triangle inequality and prove the following result.

Proposition 5.9. Assume that (M, co) is a Liouville domain. Then for any action
selector a on M(M) it holds that a(G) a(H) whenever G, H are normalized
Hamiltonians with fc; </>//.

Proof. The claim is shown for (R2n,&>o) in [HZ, Proposition 11 in § 5.4], Their

proof can be adapted to Liouville domains. We give a somewhat streamlined

argument.
Let L be a normalized Hamiltonian such that cpr id, that is, <f>'L, t e [0,1],

is a loop in Ham(M,co). The ends of Int(M) are in bijection with the components

Ni,..., Nk of the boundary of M. By assumption, L(x. t) hj (t) for x near Nj
and one of these functions vanishes. Denote the Liouville vector field on M again

by Y, and for r < 0 set Mx <f\{M). Then the function

(20)

M(J) -> M, evz(w) u(z)

proof of Corollary 4.14 in [Schw].

erL(r,0yr(x)) if x e Mt,
ezhj(t) if x e

is smooth and normalized, and it generates the loop
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4>Lx (*)
4>Y ° QL ° 0yT 0) if x e Mr,

if x I Mr.x

Assume now that <pc 4>h • Let G (t, x) -G(t,<p'G(x)) be the function
generating <pG'. Then L := G"#H generates the loop </>G' o Now note that

H ~ G#G~#H G#L ~ G#Lr.

Together with Lemma 5.7 and Property 7 we obtain

a(H) ct(G#Lz) < ct(G) + E+(LZ) a(G) + erE+(L)

for every r < 0. Hence o(H) < n(G). In the same way, o (G) < a(H).

Corollary 5.10. The conclusion of Proposition 5.9 also holds for all compact
2-dimensional symplectic manifolds (M,co) with M not diffeomorphic to the

2-sphere.

Proof. If (M,m) is closed and different from the sphere, then the fundamental

group of Hamis trivial [Poll, § 7.2.B], and the claim follows. If M is

not closed, then (M,a>) is a Liouville domain, see [McDS2, Exercise 3.5.30],
and so the claim follows from Lemma 5.9.

6. Three applications of the existence of a minimal action selector

In this section we illustrate by three examples how the existence of a minimal
action selector provides short and elementary proofs of theorems in symplectic
geometry and Hamiltonian dynamics. Our examples are Gromov's non-squeezing
theorem, the existence of periodic orbits near displaceable energy surfaces, and

the unboundedness of Hofer's metric.

6.1. Gromov's non-squeezing theorem. In the standard symplectic vector space
(R2", wo) with n >2 and YTj=i dxj f\dyj we consider the open ball B2n{r)
of radius r and the cylinder Z2n(R) — B2(R)xR2"-2 {x2 + yf < R2}. For any

r > 0 the ball B2n(r) embeds into Z2n(R) by a volume preserving embedding;
just take a suitable diagonal linear map of determinant one. Every symplectic
embedding <p\ B2n(r) Z2n(R) is volume preserving, since

but there is no such embedding if r > R. This celebrated theorem of Gromov [Gro]
shows that symplectic mappings are much more rigid than volume preserving
mappings.

<p*(a>Z) (<p*co0)n cog,
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Theorem 6.1. If r > R there exists no symplectic embedding of the ball B2n(r)
into the cylinder Z2n(R).

Proof. Let <p: B2n{r) -» Z2n(R) be a symplectic embedding. Fix e e (0,r), and

choose a symplectic ellipsoid

E(Ri....,Rn) {{xi,yi,...,xn,yn)
j=l 1

such that

(21) <p (B2n(r - §)) C Ä„) C Z2"(fl).

By the elementary Extension after restriction principle from [EH], see also [Sehl,

Appendix A], there exists a compactly supported Hamiltonian function G on

T xl2" such that fc — V on B2"(r — s). Choose p so large that the support
of G is contained in B2n(p). Let a be a minimal action selector on the convex

—2n
symplectic manifold (M.co) (B (p),cu0). For every open subset U of the

interior of M we set

ca(U) sup {|cr(//)I I H has compact support in TxC/}.

We will prove that

n(r-s)2 < ca(B2n(r-e)) ca(fG(B2n(r - s))}

< c0{E{R\ Rn)) < Tt(R\ + e) < n(R + e)

Theorem 6.1 then follows since e > 0 can be chosen arbitrarily small.

Choose a smooth function /: [0,+oo) K with support in [0, n(r — e)2)

such that

/(0) min / < 0, f'(s) e [0,1) V.v e [0, +oo), f(s) 0 if f'(s) 0.

While all orbits of the Hamiltonian flow of the function Hf : I2" R,
Hf(z) f{jr\z\2), are closed, only those on the sphere of radius y/s/ir
with f'(s) e Z have period one. Hence the spectrum of Hf contains only 0

and min Hf. By the non-degeneracy property 8 in Proposition 5.4, cr(Hf) < 0

and so or(Hf) min Hf by the spectrality axiom. Since we can choose / such

that min Hf is as close to —n(r - e)2 as we like, inequality ® follows.

Equality (2) follows from the coordinate change property 3 in Proposition 5.4.

Inequality (3) follows from the first inclusion in (21): We can use more
Hamiltonian functions in E(R\,..., Rn) than in cpG(B2n(r—£)) C (p{B2n(r—|)) C

E(Ri Rn).
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It is easy to construct a compactly supported Hamiltonian function K\
on K2 such that ||ATi|| < jï{R\ + e)2 and such that cpKx displaces B2(R\),
see [HZ, p. 171]. Let K be a compactly supported cut-off of the function

(xi,ji ,xn,yn) h» K\(xi,yi) such that <pK displaces E(Ri,...,Rn) and

|| A" || || A41|. Choosing p larger if necessary, we can assume that the support
of K is contained in B2n(p). The energy-capacity inequality 6 in Proposition 5.4

now implies that ca(E(Ri,..., Rn)) < 7t(R\ + e)2.

Finally, the second inclusion in (21) shows that n(R\ + s)2 < jr(R + e)2.

6.2. Existence of periodic orbits near a given energy surface. The search for

periodic orbits of prescribed energy is a traditional topic of celestial mechanics and

therefore also of Hamiltonian dynamics. We consider an autonomous Hamiltonian

H \ M E on a symplectic manifold (M, co), and assume that c is a regular
value of H with compact energy surface Sc H~l(c). By preservation of energy,
Sc is invariant under the Hamiltonian flow of H. Examples by Ginzburg [Gin]
and Herman [Her] show that Sc may carry no periodic orbit. We therefore look
for periodic orbits on nearby energy surfaces Sc> H~l{c').

Theorem 6.2. Let (AT, a>) be a compact symplectically aspherical manifold, which

is either closed or convex, and assume that the compact and regular energy
surface Sc H~l(c) is disjoint from 3M and displaceable, namely there exists

a smooth function K : T x M —> M with support in T x (M \ dM) such that

cPk(Sc) H Sc 0. Then there exists a sequence Cj —* c of regular values of H
such that every energy surface SCJ carries a periodic orbit of the flow of H.

By applying this result to sufficiently large balls or disc bundles we obtain

the existence of nearby periodic orbits for compact regular hypersurfaces in R2"

and (under the displaceability assumption) in cotangent bundles.

Proof of Theorem 6.2. Since c is a regular value and Sc is disjoint from 3M,
we find an open interval I — (c - e,c + e) of regular values of H such

that the union U — [Jc/e/ SC' of diffeomorphic hypersurfaces forms an open

neighbourhood of Sc in M \ 3M. Choose a smooth function K : T x M —> R

with support in T x (M \ 3M) such that cpK(Sc) D Sc 0. Then fx displaces

a whole neighbourhood of Sc. We can therefore choose e smaller if necessary,
such that (pK(G) n U 0. Let fs: R -> M be a smooth non-positive function

with support in / whose only critical values are 0 and —1| Ar|| — 1, see Figure 7.

The function Hs fe°H has support in U. Let u be a minimal

action selector for M (it exists by our construction in Sections 3 and 4

and by Remark 4.3). By the non-degeneracy property 8 in Proposition 5.4,
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fs

Figure 7

The function fE

o(He) < 0. Further, the energy-capacity inequality 6 in Proposition 5.4 shows

that \ar(He)\ < || AT||. Hence

-||^||-1 <o{He)< 0.

Since the only critical values of He are 0 and —1|AT|| — 1, and since a(He)
belongs to the spectrum of He, it follows that He has a non-constant 1 -periodic
orbit in U. A constant reparametrization of this orbit is a periodic orbit y of H,
and H(y) e /. Since e > 0 was arbitrary, the theorem follows.

Theorem 6.2 can be improved in two directions: First, an elementary additional

argument shows that the set of energies c' e (c — s,c + e) at which the flow
of H has a periodic orbit actually forms a set of full Lebesgue measure. Secondly,

assume in addition that near Sc one can find a Liouville vector field Y transverse

to Sc. In this case, Sc is called of contact type. Using the local flow <p'Y of Y

we define another foliation Wc>eI Sc' =: U with central leaf Sc — Sc by

Sc' - (pY CSc-

We now look at the "tautological" function H : U —> M given by H (x) c'

if x e Sc>. The restrictions of the Hamiltonian flow of H to Sc and Sc' are

conjugate under 4>y~c up to a constant time-change. By Theorem 6.2 we find c'
such that the flow of H has a periodic orbit on Sc>. Hence the flow of H
also has a periodic orbit on Sc A reparametrisation of this orbit is a periodic
orbit of the flow of our original function H This result proves a special case of
the Weinstein conjecture on the existence of a periodic Reeb orbit on any closed

contact manifold. We refer to Sections 4.2 and 4.3 of [HZ] for detailed proofs
of these improvements.
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6.3. Unboundedness of Hofer's metric. By Darboux's theorem, every symplec-
tic manifold (AT, co) locally looks like the standard symplectic vector space of
the same dimension, and so there are no local geometric invariants of (AT, co).

However, on the group Ham(AT, m) of Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms there is a

bi-invariant Finsler metric, the so-called Hofer metric, which is defined by

d((j), id) inf ||//||,
H

where H varies over those H e -K(M) with <pxH — cp and where ||//|| is the

Hofer norm defined by (19). The only difficult point in verifying that d is indeed

a metric is its non-degeneracy. For closed or convex symplectically aspherical
manifolds, this can be done by using any minimal action selector. We leave this
nice exercise to the reader.

Note that in the above infimum we can ask the Hamiltonian H to be normalized
as in Section 5.3, which for AT closed means that

[ H{t,-) con=0 VteT.
Jm

Indeed, any Hamiltonian can be normalized by adding a suitable function of t,
and this operation neither affects the Hamiltonian vector field nor the Hofer norm.
Symplectic geometers use their metric intuition to prove results on the metric

space (Ham(AT, co),d), which in turn help understanding the dynamics and the

symplectic topology of the underlying manifold (M,u>), see for instance [Poll], A
first question one can ask on a metric space is whether it has bounded diameter.

The following result was proven by Ostrover [Ost] under the assumption that also

the first Chern class vanishes on 7T2(M), and by McDuff [McD] without this

assumption. They both used the PSS selector.

Theorem 6.3. Let (AT, oj) be a closed symplectically aspherical manifold. Then

the Hofer metric on Ham (AT, oj) is unbounded.

Proof. Let B c AT be a symplectically embedded ball in AT, so small that there

exists a Hamiltonian diffeomorphism h of AT with h(B)(~)B 0. We can assume

that h is the time-1 map of an autonomous and normalized Hamiltonian H. Let

/ : AT -» M be a function such that / 1 on AT \ B and fM f a>" 0.

For s K consider the Hamiltonian diffeomorphism

<ps h o(psf h o (j)sf.

Let Gs be any normalized Hamiltonian generating <ps. We shall prove that

(22) spec(GÄ) spec (//) + s.
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Figure 8

The function / and the map h

Now let a be any (not necessarily minimal) action selector on M(M). Since

spec H has empty interior and a is continuous, (22) implies that a(Gs) ,v0 + ,v

for some ,v0 £ R and every .v el. Further, since Gs is normalized, E~(GS) <
0 < E+(GS) for every .v. Property 5 in Proposition 5.4 thus implies that

|| GJ E+(GS) - E~(GS) > E+(Gg) > cr(Gs) s0 + .v.

This holds for all normalized Hamiltonians generating <ps, and so

d{cj)s, id) > + s —* +°° as s +oo.
In order to prove (22) we use that by Lemma 5.8 the set spec (Gs) does not

depend on the specific choice of the normalized Hamiltonian Gs generating (j)s.

It therefore suffices to prove (22) for the "natural" Hamiltonian generating h o r/)vy

given by

Gs{t,x)
a [t + \)sf{x) if t 6 [0, |],
a(t) H(x) if t e [^, l],

that first generates the map <psf in time \ and then generates the map h in

time i, yielding h o (psf in time 1. Here, a: ÎR --> K is a smooth non-negative
function with support in (|, 1) and /R a(t) dt 1. At first reading one should

take a 2, but this would result in a Hamiltonian Gs not smooth at t

Since h(B) n B — 0, the contractible 1-periodic orbits of (p'^ are exactly
Gs

the contractible 1-periodic orbits of (paH : Such an orbit y must start outside the

ball B and does not move for t e [0, |], hence f 1 along y. The autonomous
Hamiltonian // is also constant along y. After reparametrization, y corresponds
to a 1-periodic yh of <p'H.

Given such an orbit y and a disc y that restricts to y along its boundary,

we compute the actions
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A£5(y)= f co + s f a{t + \) f(y(t))dt + f a{t) H (y(t))dt

Jy Jo

Ah(.YH) + 'V.

Claim (22) follows.

7. Further directions and open problems

In this section we describe a few modifications of the construction in Section 3.

For the proofs of the claims made we refer to [Hau]. To fix the ideas we assume
that the symplectically aspherical manifold (M, co) is closed.

7.1. Smaller deformation spaces. Our definition of an action selector admits
several variations.

7.1.1. Smaller classes of functions deforming H. The set Kill) is a large
class of deformations of H, and it might be useful to consider smaller classes.

Definition 7.1. A subset X'(M) (JH X'(H) of X(M) is admissible if
the following holds: For any pair /70 > H\ and for any Ki e X'(H\) with
suppd^ATi c [s~,s+], every Ka e X(H0) with 3SK0 < 0 for s < s~ and

Â'o A") for s > s~ belongs to JC(H0).

For every admissible set X'(M) c X(M) and £)'(//) := X'{H) x ^(M),

defines a minimal action selector.

Examples of admissible sets are given by the monotone decreasing deformations

(3SK < 0), and for every real number c by the set

XC(M) {K e X(M) I K+ c}.

Of course, A' < A for every admissible subset X'(M) of X(M). For the classes

XC(M) equality holds, see [Hau, Prop. 4.5.2]:

A\H) sup min a H
U(KJ)

Proposition 7.2. For every c e R we have AC(H) A(H) for all functions
H e C°°(T x M, K).
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For functions K e JC0(//), the removal of singularity theorem shows that the

elements of U(K,J) are actually open disks which are 7 + -holomorphic near
the origin and satisfy the Floer equation on a collar of the boundary equipped
with cylindrical coordinates. These are exactly the objects which are used in the

PSS isomorphism from [PSS], see Section 7.3 below.

7.1.2. Smaller classes of almost complex structures. Given an co -compatible
almost complex structure J on M that does not depend on s, define

sup min afj.
KeJC(H) U(K,J)

While we do not know if Aj(H) depends on J, the number supj Aj(H) is

of course independent of J. All of the functions Aj(H) and sup/Ty(//) on

C°°(T x M) are minimal action selectors, by the same (and sometimes easier)

arguments as for A(H). We have chosen to give the construction for A(H) since

this is more natural given our deformation approach. Clearly,

A(H) > sup Aj(H) > Aj(H) for every J and H.
J

Are these inequalities all equalities? A class of Hamiltonian functions for which

A(H) — A/(//) for every J is given in Remark 7.6. A somewhat different
class is given by the intersection of the Flamiltonians in Proposition 3.9 and the

proposition below.

For the selectors A j and hence also for sup7 Aj we have the following
variant of Proposition 3.9, which is Proposition 4.4.2 in [Hau], Its proof appeals

to the transversality and gluing analysis from Floer theory.

Proposition 7.3. Let H e C°°(M) be an autonomous Hamiltonian such that

Xh has no non-constant contractible closed orbits ofperiod T (0,1]. Then for
every a>-compatible J,

Aj(H) — min H.
M

7.2. Action selectors associated to other cohomology classes. By using the

result stated in Remark 2.4, one can construct spectral values A(f H) e spec(//)
for every non-zero cohomology class £ e H*{M\Z2). In the case £ 1 e

Z2), the value 4(1,//) agrees with A(H). These spectral values are

monotone and continuous in H and hence are action selectors, but for £ ^ 1

they are in general larger than the action selector A and not minimal. For

instance, for the generator [M] of //2"(M;Z2) and for C2-small autonomous
Hamiltonians with exactly two critical values we have

A([M], H) max H.
M
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We refer to [Hau, § 5] for the proofs and for further properties of these action

selectors.

7.3. Comparison with the PSS selector. Recall that in [Schw] and [FS] the

PSS selector was constructed on closed and convex symplectically aspherical
manifolds with the help of Floer homology. While our selector A already has

many applications to Hamiltonian dynamics and symplectic geometry, some of
the applications of the PSS selector rely on additional properties, that we were

not able to verify for the selector A. One such property is the triangle inequality

Opss (G#H) > ffpss(G) + Opss(H),

that is stronger than the composition property 7 in Proposition 5.4. Proving the

triangle inequality requires the compatibility of the selector with the pair of paints

product. The triangle inequality can be used, for instance, to define a bi-invariant
metric on the group Ham (A4, &>) that in general is different from the Hofer metric,
and to construct partial symplectic quasi-states [EP, PR], Another property of
the PSS selector is the minimum formula from [HRS]: Given H\ and H2 with

support in disjoint incompressible Liouville domains,

°pss(ffi + H2) inin {crpss(ffi)> Cpss(ff2)}-

It is shown in [HRS] that for any minimal action selector a satisfying this formula
there is an algorithm for computing a on autonomous Hamiltonians on surfaces

different from the sphere.

All properties of the PSS selector would of course hold for our selector A if
we could show that they agree. The selectors A and crpSS both select "essential"

critical values, but in a rather different way: While A(H) is the highest critical
value of A// such that all strictly lower critical points can be "shaken off',
aPSS(H) is the Aß -action of the lowest homologically visible generator of the

Floer homology of H. Assuming that the reader is familiar with Floer homology,
we describe aPSs(H) in a way relevant for its comparison with A(H).

By the C°-continuity of both selectors, we can assume that all contractible
1 -periodic orbits of H are non-degenerate, in the sense that for every such

orbit x, 1 is not in the spectrum of the linearized return map d<^(x(0)).
There are then finitely many 1-periodic orbits of 4>'H. Fix K ,K(H) such that

K+ 0 and J with J~ generic. Recall that for such functions K, for every
element u U(K,J) the limit ev(w) := lirnç^+00 u(s, t) e M exists. Choose

a Morse function / on M with only one minimum m, and let Ws(m) be

the stable manifold of m with respect to the gradient flow —V/ of a generic
Riemannian metric on M. Then aPSS(H) is the smallest action Aß(x) of a

contractible 1-periodic orbit x with the following properties: x is a generator of
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HF0(/7, J~;Z) (namely x is in the kernel of the Floer boundary operator 3j-
but not in its image, and x has Conley-Zehnder index 0), and the number of
those elements u e V.(K, J) that start at x and satisfy ev(u) e lVs(m) is odd.

Then clearly oPSS(H) > minu(k,j)^h- Since aPSS(H) does not depend on the

choice of K e JC0(H) nor on ./, we conclude that aPSS(H) > A0(H). Together
with Proposition 7.2 we obtain the following result, which is Proposition 9.1.1

in [Hau],

Proposition 7.4. oPSS(H) > A(H) for all H e C°°(T x M,R).

Open Problem 7.5. Is it true that A(H) oPSS(H) for all H e C°°(T xM,I)?

The following remark was made by the referee.

Remark 7.6. The equality A(H) — rrPSS(H) holds for C2 -small autonomous
Hamiltonians H, and more generally for those H with the following properties.

(HI) There exists m e M such that Ht(m) minxe^ Ht (x) for every te T.
(H2) 1 is not in the spectrum of the linearized flow dtp'H(m) for all t e (0, IJ.

(H3) The flow of Xh has no non-constant contractihle closed orbits of period
Te (0,1].

Indeed, for such Hamiltonians we have

(23) A(H) Ofss(H) — f Ht{m)dt.
JT

For the proof we shall show that

[ H,(m)dt — <rPSS(//) > A(H) > f Ht(m) dt.
JT JT

The first inequality follows from Proposition 7.4. Assumption (H3) in particular
implies that the only contractible 1-periodic orbits of the flow of Xh are the rest

points. Together with (HI) we obtain /T Ht(m)dt — min spec (//), whence the

second inequality follows in view of the speciality of A. For the equality

(24) [ Ht(m) dt — aPSs(H)
J T

we first notice that the assumptions (HI) and (H3) imply that the constant orbit m

is a critical point of the action functional Ash for every s e [0,1] and that for

any other critical point y of Asjj

(25) AsH(y) > AsH(m) s f Ht{m)dt, s e [0,1].
JT
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By the continuity of <tpss it suffices to prove (24) for a C°-close Hamiltonian.
In view of the non-degeneracy assumption (H2) we find a C2-small perturbation
such that the contractible 1-periodic orbits of the new H are non-degenerate and

such that (Hl), (H2), and (25) still hold for the same point m. (There now may
be non-constant contractible 1-periodic orbits y.)

In the above description of the PSS selector we then choose the Morse
function / such that m is the unique minimum and the deformation K of the

form K ß(s)H with a cut-off function ß. One can now show using (25) that

for a generic choice of the path Js the critical point m is indeed selected by ctpss

see the proof of Theorem 5.3 in [FSj.
We also remark that the inequality A(H) > Aj(H) and the spectrality of Aj

imply that on the above class of Hamiltonian functions, every action selector Aj
is also equal to the three quantities in (23).

A. Appendix

In this appendix we prove the following existence result for zeroes of a section

of a Banach bundle, which is used in the proof of Proposition 2.2. Results of
this kind are well-known and widely used in nonlinear analysis. The proof uses

standard ideas from degree theory for proper Fredholm maps.

Theorem A.l. Let 7t: E -> B be a smooth Banach bundle over the Banach

manifold B and let
S : [0,1] x B -» E

be a C2 map such that S(t,-) is a section of E for every t e [0,1], Assume

that S satisfies the following conditions:

(i) The inverse image 5,_1(0ê) of the zero section 0e is compact.

(ii) For every (t,x) e ,S"~! (()/.;) the fiberwise differential of the section S(t, •)

at x is a Fredholm operator of index 0.

(iii) There exists a unique Xq B such that S(0,x0) £ 0e

(iv) The fiberwise differential of S (0, at x0 is an isomorphism.

Then the restriction of the projection [0,1] x B -> [0,1] to S~x (He) is surjective.
In particular, there exists at least one x\ B such that S( 1, x i £ 0e

Proof. In order to simplify the notation, we assume that the Banach bundle E has

a global trivialization E ^ B xY, where the Banach space Y is the typical fiber

of E. The bundle to which we applied the theorem in the proof of Proposition 2.2

has a global trivialization, since its typical fiber is an Lp-space and the general
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linear group of Lp -spaces is contractible by a version of Kuiper's theorem, [Mit].
By using such a trivialization, we write

S(t,x) (x, F{t, x))

for a suitable C2-map F : [0, l]x/i - -> Y that has the following properties:

(i') The inverse image F~{ (0) of 0 e Y is compact.

(ii') For every (t,x) e F~l(0) the differential of the map F(t,-) at x is a

Fredholm operator of index 0.

(iii') There exists a unique xo 6 B such that F(0,xo) 0.

(iv') The differential of F(0, •) at Xo is an isomorphism.

We wish to show that the restriction of the projection [0, l]xß-> [0,1] to

F~'(0) is surjective. By (ii') the differential of F at each (t,x) e F_1(0) is a

Fredholm operator of index 1. Since Fredholm operators of a given index form

an open set, there exists an open neighborhood U C [0,1] x B of F~l(0) on

which F is a Fredholm map of index 1. Fix p e F_1(0). Since Fredholm maps
are locally proper [Sma, p. 862, (1.6)], we find an open neighborhood V(p) such

that V(p) c U and F\v(p) is a proper map. Since F\y^ y V{p) -> f is a

proper C2 Fredholm map of index 1, the Sard-Smale theorem [Sma] implies
that the set R(p) of regular values of F\v(p)'- F(p) —> Y is residual in Y

(actually, in [Sma] the Sard-Smale theorem is stated under the assumption that

the domain of the map - in our case [0, 1] x B - is second countable, but the

proof consists in showing the above local statement for proper Fredholm maps,
see also [QS, p. 1106]). Flere, if V(p) intersects {0,1} x B we view V(p) as a

manifold with boundary V(p) n ({0,1} x B), and a boundary point is considered

to be regular if it is regular for the restriction of F to the boundary. By (i') we
find finitely many points pj e F_1(0) such that F_1(0) c U Y(pj) =' Y The

set R := fly R(Pj) C Y is also residual, and F\y is a proper map.
By (iii') and (iv'), the point (0,x0) belongs to F_1(0) and F(0, •) is a

local C2-diffeomorphism at x0. Since x0 is the unique zero of F(0, up to

reducing V we may assume that the restriction of F to V n ({0} x B) is a

diffeomorphism onto an open subset of Y containing a ball of radius r0 centered

in 0.

Denote by dV the topological boundary of V in [0,1] x B. In Figure 9 this

set is indicated by the dashed curves. Proper maps between metric spaces are

closed, so F(ßV) is a closed set and, since it does not contain 0, there exists a

positive number r\ such that all the elements of F('àV) have norm at least r\.
Altogether, for every natural number n we can find a regular value yn e Y

with

(26) \\yn II <min{2 n,r0,ri}.
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x

Figure 9

The subsets F-'(O) and F„ C F~~x{yn) of V C [0, l]xfi

The set F~1({yn}) (T V is a one-dimensional submanifold of V, and its boundary
is precisely F~x({yn}) rifn ({0, 1} x B). Indeed, the fact that ||y„|| < r\ implies
that F~x {{yn}) does not intersect the topological boundary BV of V in [0, I] x F.
Together with the fact that F\y is proper, this implies that the set F~x ({>'„}) H V
is compact. Therefore, /7_1({y„})nK is a finite union of C2-embedded images of
S1 and [0,1] ; embedded images of [0,1] have boundary points on Vn({(), l}x B)
The fact that \\yn || < r0 and the property of the restriction of F to V n ({0} x B)
stated above imply that ({>'„}) n V has exactly one point on {0} x B, that

we denote by (0, zn). Denote by T„ the connected component of F_1({y„})n V
that contains (0,z„). By what we have said above, Tn is an embedded image
of [0, 1] with one boundary point (0,z„) and the other one on {1} x B. By the

connectedness of [0, 1], the restriction of the projection [0,1] x B -» [0,1] to F„
is then surjective.

Now let t [0, 1] and let un e B be such that (t,un) belongs to T„. Then

the sequence (F(t,un)) (y„ tends to 0 by (26), and by the properness of F
on V the sequence (t,un) has a subsequence which converges to some (t,u).
By the continuity of F we have F(t,u) 0. This shows that F~x (0) intersects

jljxfi, as we wished to prove.
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